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Abstract
This paper proposes a new relay selection scheme for wireless cooperative networks that
effectively distributes the traffic of packets from the source nodes to the sink. By estimating
the channel information of the two-hop neighbors, the source node can choose the most
optimal relay node to forward its messages on the basis of the transmission rate of the
channels from the source to the relay and from the relay to the destination. The simulation
results indicate that our scheme is efficient in increasing the packet delivery ratio, decreasing
the average energy consumption, and decreasing the end-to-end delay.
Keywords: Cooperative networks, relay selection, rate, packet delivery ratio, energy
consumption, end-to-end delay

1. Introduction
Recently, wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have been identified as an attractive
technology for industrial, factory automation, and distributed control systems [1, 2]. Wireless
communication not only offers many advantages compared to wireline systems (e.g., users do
not have to use a cord); however, it also suffers from many types of adverse effects such as
path loss, thermal noise, and time variation. Moreover, one of the undesired effects of
wireless communication systems is interference. It leads to severe reduction in the total
throughput achieved in wireless networks.
It can be observed that one of the fundamental reasons for this poor performance is that
reliable communication depends on the strength of the single signal path [3]. However, this
path is regularly in a deep fade. When the path is in a deep fade, errors are likely to occur in
any communication scheme. A basic solution to enhance the performance is to guarantee that
the data can pass through multiple signal paths, which have independent fades. Therefore,
communication is feasible as long as one of the paths is strong. This technique is called
diversity, and it can enhance the performance over the fading channels.
There are three main types of diversity techniques, namely, time diversity, frequency
diversity, and space diversity. Diversity can be achieved over time via coding and
interleaving. Analogously, diversity over frequency can be exploited when the channel is
frequency- selective, and one of the typical techniques of frequency diversity is orthogonal
frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM). Diversity can be achieved over space as well in the
cases where a channel with multiple transmit or receive antennas is spaced sufficiently.
Multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO), one of the typical techniques of space diversity, is a
promising technique for enhancing the performance in WSNs. It is a conventional form of
spatial diversity with physical antenna arrays at both the transmitter and the receiver to
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improve communication. However, MIMO technology requires devices in the systems
integrating several antennas. This is not feasible because of their size and weight limitations.
Cooperative communication (CC) has been proposed as a promising diversity technique to
alleviate the burden of installing multiple antennas on size-limited terminals. By taking
advantage of the broadcast nature of the wireless channels, multiple single- antenna terminals
can collaboratively form a virtual antenna array (VAA) to exploit spatial diversity [4, 5]. In
wireless channels, transmission is overheard by the adjacent nodes. By taking advantage of
this fact, a source node in CC can consider these adjacent nodes as relays and have them
process and retransmit the signals to the destination. Further, the destination combines the
signals received from the source and the relay, consequently achieving spatial diversity and
robustness against the channel variations owing to fading. CC technology has been shown to
significantly enhance the network performance in terms of saving power or energy [6, 7],
reducing interference, and increasing throughput [8, 9]. It can also allow the high-data-rate
terminals to assist the low-data-rate terminals by relaying their data [10] such that higher
transmission data rates can be achieved [11, 12]. This is because CC can make robust the
successful transmissions by offering duplicated signals at the receiver.
Typically, depending on the ability of the relay to decode the received signals from the
source, there are two most regularly used strategies in CC, which are the amplify-and-forward
(AF) protocol [13] and the decode-and-forward (DF) protocol [14]. In the AF scheme, the
relay receives and amplifies the incoming signals from the source, including noises. On the
other hand, in the DF scheme, the relay decodes, re-encodes and transfers the messages from
the source. At the destination, a suitable diversity- combining technique is used to recover the
original messages from the source and relay. The authors in [15] mentioned that the AF
protocol can be deployed in a wider area with a lower secrecy rate. By contrast, the
deployment area of the DF protocol is narrower; however, it can get a higher secrecy rate.
There are also some studies on the comparison between the performance of the AF and DF
protocols [16, 17]. CC is also categorized into two classes of solutions, namely reactive and
proactive cooperative schemes [18]. In the former, the source node uses the cooperative
scheme when it fails to transmit data to the destination. Conversely, with the latter, the source
node always uses a neighboring node as the relay to transmit its packets to the destination on
the basis of the knowledge of the channel state information (CSI).
One of the important tasks in CC is selecting the appropriate relays such that the
performance of the network is optimized. There are some previous works on choosing the
relay on the basis of the information on the paths. In [19], Bletsas et al. proposed a simple
relay selection model to choose the best relay from a set of available neighbors. Nevertheless,
their work considered only single-hop transmission with a fixed source-destination pair.
Therefore, it is difficult to be extended to multi- hop/multi-source networks. In [20], Ibrahim
et al. studied the energy-efficient cooperative routing algorithm by constructing a minimum
power route named the minimum power cooperative routing (MPCR). This scheme, however,
was mainly built to determine the optimal cooperative routes for the distributed shortest path
algorithms. In [21, 22], the authors assumed that the rate is known; however, they did not
describe how the source can obtain the rate information. In this paper, we propose a new
method on the basis of the proactive cooperation scheme, by which the source node takes
advantage of the advertising packet (ADV) periodically transmitted by all the nodes in the
network to estimate the two-hop rates of the nodes around it. Consequentially, that source
node can determine the appropriate neighbor node to become its relay. The simulation results
show the efficiency of our scheme in increasing the packet delivery ratio, reducing the energy
consumption, and decreasing the end-to-end delay.
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We begin by describing the system
model of our scheme in Section 2. Further, in Section 3, our method is explained in detail.
The performance evaluation is discussed in Section 4. Finally, the conclusion and future work
are presented in Section 5.

2. System model
2.1. Channel model
We assume that there are two nodes i and j. When node i transmits the data to node j, the
signal that is received at node j is described in equation 1.

y j  hij .xi  nij

(1)

where x i is the signal the source transmits to the destination and yj is the signal
that the destination receives. h ij is the channel coefficient representing the effects of
shadowing and fading between node i and node j, and n ij is the additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN). On the basis of the received signal, node j calculates the rate
of the path from node i to node j by equation 2.

Rij  W .log 2 (1 

P ij
N0 dij

)

(2)

where W is the channel bandwidth; P is the transmitter power; N0 is the AWGN; d ij is
the distance between nodes i and j; α is the path-loss exponent, which is between 2 and
4 in general; and γij = |h ij |2 .
2.2. Cooperative communication model
In this paper, we consider a cooperative scheme with a simple system that includes
one source, one relay, and one destination, each with a single antenna, which is shown
in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Typical cooperative network
The CC process in our scheme includes two phases. In the first phase, the message is
transmitted by the source to the relay and the destination. In the second phase, the
source and the relay transmit the message to the destination. Therein, we apply the
IEEE 802.11 CoopMAC protocol, as in [8, 23]. In CoopMAC, there are some
modifications based on the original MAC protocol. First, the address of the relay node
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also exists in the request-to-send (RTS) frame. Second, there is a special packet, called
clear-to-relay (CTR) packet, transmitted by the relay to acknowledge that it is ready to
relay. The operation of the source, relay, and destination nodes is described as follows :
•

Source node S: Whenever there is at least one packet buffered in the queue, it
broadcasts the RTS packet to the nodes around it. After receiving the clear-to-send
(CTS) and CTR packets from the destination and relay, the source transmits the
data packet in two phases (or two time slots), as explained above.

•

Relay node R: After receiving the RTS from the source and CTS from the
destination, the relay broadcasts the CTR to the source and the destination to
inform that it is ready to aid the source to transmit the data to the destination.
Further, the message from the source arrives at the relay in the first phase. In the
second phase, the relay transmits that message to the destination.

•

Destination node D: When the destination receives an RTS from the source, it then
replies by trasmitting the CTS packet back to the source and the relay. When the
message from the source is received after the CTR packet from the relay, the
destination waits for another message in the following phase.

On the basis of the above explanations the received signal at the relay - ysr and that at
the destination from the source/relay - ysd, and yrd are written as in following equations:

y j  hij .xi  nij

(3)

y j  hij .xi  nij

(4)

y j  hij .xi  nij

(5)

where xs is the transmitting signal at the source, whereas xr is the signal that is
detected and forwarded to the destination by the relay. hsr , hsd, and hrd are the channel
coefficients representing the effects of shadowing and fading between the source and
the relay, between the source and the destination, and between the relay and the
destination respectively. nsr , n sd , and nrd are the additive noise components in the
received signals at the respective paths.
The analyses of three types of linear-diversity-combining techniques at the
destination are mentioned in [24], including selection diversity, maximal -ratio
diversity, and equal-gain diversity systems. It is observed that the diversity techniques
mitigate the effects of fading and improve the link quality of the wireless channel. Our
scheme adopts the concepts of diversity-combining methods applied in the analog
domain at the physical layer to the received signals at packet level relying on the CSI.
This work is inspired by multi-hop wireless networks with a proactive traffic-aware
routing protocol (TADR) [25]. The nodes in the network update the network
information and decide on the destination node from the surrounding nodes. Ren et. al
[25] proposed a routing scheme that used the concept of the potential in physical to use
the idle or underloaded nodes in the forwarding path to reduce congestion and improve
the overall throughput in WSNs efficiently. By combining CC and the background
routing algorithm, we propose a new reliable scheme on the basis of rate -aware
mechanism to enhance the network performance. The main objective of our work is to
determine the reliable relay for each source-destination pair. The relay selection
exploits the instantaneous channel measurement to decide the winner to become the
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relay, that is, our selection mechanism chooses the strongest link among the relays to
both the source and the destination which can transfer the message from the source as
well.
2.3. Relay selection
To model the relay selection algorithm, we investigate a communication system that
includes one source, one destination, and k candidates for the relay. In this case, the
destination and the candidates are in the transmission range of the source. This system
uses the proactive protocol such that the source always builds a table that includes the
information on the rate of all the possible candidates in the network.
On the basis of the information in the table that the source node built, the A value is
calculated following equation 6.

A

1
1
1


Rrs Rrd Rsd

(6)

where Rsr, Rrd, and Rsd represent the storage of the data rate from the source to the relay,
from the relay to the destination, and from the source to the destination, respectively. For each
relay, when A>0, it implies that it takes a longer time to transmit the data through the path
using that relay than the direct path. In contrast, when A<0, it implies that it obtains benefits
when transmitting the data toward the path using that relay, which can be understood that the
relays that are chosen are located close to the transmitter or receiver [8]. The probability of
this occurring can be written as follows:

Pr  P(A  0)

(7)

As in this heading, they should be Times New Roman 11-point boldface, initially
capitalized, flush left, with one blank line before, and one after.

Figure 2. Update table based on the ADV packets
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2.4. Network topology
In a network, when the source has to transmit data to the sink, it always chooses the
shortest path to the sink to send data. For this, all the nodes including the sink
periodically broadcast the ADV, which includes information on the hop count, time of
arrival (ToA), and rate of the paths to all the other nodes in the network, as shown in
Figure 2. When the ADV arrives in the source, the source is able to determine the path
that has the lowest hop count from it to the sink.
2.4. Network topology
The average outage probability is also one of the important performance metrics of a
wireless cooperative network [26]. In any analysis, there is always the assumption that
the channel SNR is measured reliably. An outage event is the case when reliable
decoding for a fixed rate cannot occur when the instantaneous SNR drops below a
certain threshold. By assuming that there is a set of forwarding relays in a network, R =
r 1,..., r L, which have transmitted without collisions. Further, the destination d combines
the signals received from L relays and obtains the combined SNR as follows:
L

 c   0   l
l 1

(8)

Where γ 0 and γ l denote the received SNR for s – d and r l – d channels, respectively.
When γ c is less than the threshold T for guaranteeing successful decoding at d, an
outage occurs with a probability P out = Pr[γc < T ]. Relay decisions can be made on the
basis of the single-threshold test [27, 28] and double-threshold test [29, 30]. In [26],
Kuang et al. proposed a fully distributed threshold relaying scheme, called distributed
threshold relaying (DTR) to analyze the performance of threshold relaying with random
channel access over non-identically distributed Rayleigh-fading channels. The problem
of how to reduce the outage probability is one of the most important tasks in impr oving
the performance of wireless networks. However, this problem will be addressed the
future works.

3. Proposed Methods
3.1. Destination selection
First, each node, including the sinks, periodically broadcasts an ADV packet to all
the neighbors after a predefined period of time. On the basis of this process, each node
maintains a table of potential destinations and relays that can be used to transmit its
data.
In the algorithm 1, to choose the destination, when the source node has data of L
octets to transmit, it monitors each entry of the table to decide whether to transmit
through a particular node. First, the source compares the hop count of the neighbors in
its transmission range. With the neighbors that have a hop count lower than that of the
source, it adds them to the list of its parents. However, with the neighbors that have an
equal hop count; it adds them to the list of its siblings. Furthermore, the source node
does not use the neighbors that have a hop count bigger than it.
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After building a table that consists of parents and siblings, from the list of parents,
the source node chooses the destination as the node that has the smallest ToA. This
implies that the parent that is the nearest from the source.
3.2. Relay selection
Algorithm 2 describes the relay selection scheme. After the destination is selected,
the remaining nodes in the table are candidates to become the source’s relays. In those
nodes, the source calculates the A values through the two-hop rate information of each
one. When all of them have A>0, the source transmits its data directly to the
destination. In this case, it is not effective to transmit data via the relay. However, when
some of them have A<0, the source chooses the node that has the lowest value of A as
the relay.
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4. Simulation and Evaluation
4.1. Simulation setup
The proposed schemes are evaluated by OPNET modeler 16.0. The network includes 100
nodes, which are randomly distributed in a 200m x 200m square area. In our simulations, we
set a bandwidth of W = 22 MHz for each channel. For each node, the number of incoming
data packets is exponentially distributed with a given λ. We implement the 802.11 MAC
protocol in the proposed scheme. The IEEE MAC performs an exponential backoff when a
node is involved in a collision. In particular, when there is a collision, each node picks a
random number X from [0,CW ], where CW is the current size of the congestion window, and
it retransmits after X time slots. When the retransmission is unsuccessful, CW =min(2×CW,
CWmax), otherwise CW is set to CWmin. The expected time spent in the contention procedure
for each node increases with the number of nodes in the network. In our work, we assume that
the network is heavily loaded. This implies that there is always at least one packet in the
buffer that awaiting to transmit at each node. The simulation result is obtained by averaging
over 10 runs of simulations. The detailed simulation parameters are listed in Table 1.
Table 1. Simulation Parameters

4.2. Numerical results
The simulation results are subsequently compared with the transmission without using any
relay, i.e, with direct channels only, a traffic-balancing routing scheme (TBRS) [31], and a
cooperative scheme based on the rate of the first hop from the source to the relay to show the
effectiveness of the proposed scheme in increasing the packet delivery ratio and decreasing
the average energy consumption.
4.2.1. Average energy consumption: Figure 3 shows the average energy consumption per bit
for each received packet at the sink. It can be observed that the average energy per bit in the
case of the proposed scheme (two-hop rate-aware) considerably less than that of direct
transmission, that is, 28.5%. Moreover, it is 11% less than that of the TBRS and first hop rateaware. This is because of the fact that without considering the channel condition of the path,
the transmission suffers from high collision; therefore, the number of retransmissions is high,
and the network consumes high energy. Furthermore, in some cases, there is no need to use a
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relay when the path through the relay is not effective as the direct path. Hence, the two-hop
rate-aware scheme can aid the network to save energy.

Figure 3. Average energy consumption per bit successfully received at the
sink versus different values of inter-arrival time
4.2.2. Packet delivery ratio: We have evaluated the effects of the proposed scheme on the
packet delivery ratio. Traffic is generated following the exponential distribution. When the
packet inter-arrival time is small, higher traffic is generated from the source nodes. This
increases packet collision, leading to a lower packet delivery ratio. Figure 4 shows that the
proposed method improves the packet delivery ratio from 9% to 13% when compared with
direct transmission without using a relay and from 4.1% to 5.7% when compared with the
TBRS and another relay selection scheme that is based on a single hop from the source to the
relay. The destination has two chances to receive the messages when applying the cooperative
scheme. Furthermore, the sources can choose the optimized relays, corresponding to the
optimized paths to transmit their messages through rate information in two hops from the
source to the relay and from the relay to the destination. Hence, it can achieve a higher packet
delivery ratio compared with the single hop from the source to the relay rate information,
because the channel from the relay to the destination could be in very bad condition such that
the entire path using that relay is not the most optimal one.
4.2.3. Average end-to-end delay: Figure 5 shows the average end-to-end delay of the three
schemes. The tendency of the end- to-end delay is similar to that of the packet delivery ratio.
It can be observed that the average end-to-end delay when applying the proposed method is
always lower than that of direct transmission, TBRS, and first hop-rate-aware. Furthermore,
direct transmission achieves the worst results among the three schemes. With direct
transmission, the nodes transmit packets with minimum hops; however, this transmission is
through low-quality channels. Consequently, the packet loss at the destination increases.
There are, therefore, many packets that require to be retransmitted. Whereas in contrast, with
the other schemes, the packets that are based on the channel estimation are transmitted with
higher reliability, leading to lower retransmissions, particularly in the case of the proposed
scheme. As a result, the packets reach the sink with a lower delay.
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Figure 4. Packet delivery ratio versus different values of inter-arrival time

Figure 5. Average end-to-end delay versus different values of inter-arrival
time

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a reliable rate-aware relay selection method, where the
source exploits the CSI of the paths from the source to relay and from the relay to the
destination as well to choose the most reliable node to beco me the relay. The numerical
and simulation results confirmed that the proposed scheme significantly outperforms
the direct transmission and the method based on the rate information in the first hop. To
address the practical concerns, the proposed algorithm can be easily implemented on
existing devices without major changes.
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As a future direction on this research, we plan to investigate the algorithm to overcome the
negative effects of time-variant; we also consider efficient power allocation and applying the
beamforming scheme to our scheme.
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